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Flow equation analysis of the anisotropic Kondo model
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We use the method of infinitesimal unitary transformations to calculate zero-temperature correlation func-
tions in the strong-coupling phase of the anisotropic Kondo model. We find the dynamics on all energy scales
including the crossover behavior from weak to strong coupling. The integrable structure of the Hamiltonian is
not used in our approach. Our method should also be useful in other strong-coupling models since few other
analytical methods allow the evaluation of their correlation functions on all energy scales.
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The Kondo model, originally introduced by Zener,1 is the
most basic Hamiltonian describing the physics of dilute m
netic impurities in metals. Despite its apparent simplicity
has become a paradigm for complex many-body effects,
to its nontrivial strong-coupling behavior at low temper
tures. Unprecedented theoretical activity during the last f
decades was triggered by the seminal work of Kondo,2 who
showed that perturbation theory for an antiferromagnetic
change coupling diverges at low temperatures. Within p
turbative scaling3–5 the coupling constant grows continu
ously and eventually diverges. This indicates that
impurity spin is screened in the ground state. However,
diverging coupling constant also implies the breakdown
the perturbative scaling approach in the strong-coup
phase. Therefore perturbative scaling does not provide a
tematic and controlled expansion describing the weak-
strong-coupling crossover. This is a typical situation in ma
strong-couplingproblems. The development of nonperturb
tive methods like Wilson’s numerical renormalization grou6

~NRG! and the Bethe ansatz7 eventually led to a quantitative
understanding of the strong-coupling regime in the Kon
model. Despite these successes, however, a simpleanalytical
description of the crossover from a free spin to the Fe
liquid regime in an RG-type framework was still missing.

In the present work, we will attempt to fill this gap b
applying Wegner’sflow equation method,8 which was re-
cently employed successfully to diagonalize a related stro
coupling problem, the quantum sine-Gordon model.9 We will
mainly focus on the calculation of equilibrium dynamic
correlation functions at zero temperature as this provides
of the most interesting perspectives for this approach.
calculation of correlation functions throughout the crosso
region is notoriously difficult with exact methods building o
the integrability of the model. There is considerable inter
in theoretical tools that allow their determination in stron
coupling models, which provides the main motivation for o
work.10 Also the integrability of the Kondo model is not use
in our method and nonintegrable perturbations can be stu
as well.

We consider theanisotropicKondo Hamiltonian

H5(
k

ekcka
† cka1Ji c0a

† sab
z c0b Sz

1
J'

2
~c0a

† sab
1 c0b S21H.c.!. ~1!
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Here SW is a spin-1/2 degree of freedom andc0a
(†)

5(kck
(†)/AL are creation and annihilation operators for t

localized electron state at the spin site. Notice that the an
tropic Kondo Hamiltonian is equivalent to the dissipati
two-state system~spin boson model!.11 We will be interested
in the Kondo model with small couplingsJi , J' , which
corresponds to the case of strong dissipation. For the no
teracting conduction band we assume a linear dispers
We will treat the model in its bosonized form:12 One
introduces the bosonic spin density modess(p)
5(1/A2upu)(q(cp1q↑

† cq↑2cp1q↓
† cq↓) with the commutator

@s(2q),s(q8)#5dqq8L/2p for q,q8.0. HereL is the sys-
tem size and all other nonvanishing commutators can be
rived usings†(q)5s(2q). Notice s(2q)uV.50 on the
ground state forq.0. The charge density modes in Eq.~1!
decouple completely and one only has to look at the s
density part of Eq.~1! ~Ref. 13!:

H5H02
Ji

A22p
]xF~0!Sz1

J'

4pa
~eiA2F(0)S21H.c.!.

Here H05(2p/L) vF(q.0q s(q) s(2q). In the following
we setvF51. The bosonic field is defined as14

F~x!52
2p i

L (
qÞ0

Auqu
q

e2 iqx2auqu/2 s~q!.

The parametera.0 generates the UV regularization of ou
model. We are interested in its universal properties at en
gies uEu!a21. The longitudinal spin coupling can be elim
nated by a unitary transformationU5exp@imSzF(0)# with
m5Ji /A22p. We arrive at

H5H01g0 @V~l0 ,0!S21V~2l0 ,0!S1#, ~2!

with the coupling constantg05J'/4pa and l05A2
2Ji /A22p. Herevertex operatorshave been introduced,

V~l,x![exp@ ilF~x!#,

which are complicated many-body objects for a gene
value of the scaling dimensionl.14 Notice that our
V(l,x) are not normal ordered. We will also need th
Fourier-transformed normalized vertex operatorsCp

†
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5ap
21 L21/2*dx eipx V(l,x) with ap

252paupaul
221/

G(l2). Notice C2p
† uV&5CpuV&50 for p.0, and

^VuCp Cp8
† uV&5dpp8u(p), ^VuCp

† Cp8uV&5dpp8u(2p) for
uapu!1.

Equation~2! with general initial couplingsl0 and g0 is
our starting point for the flow equation approach. The u
versal low-energy properties of Eq.~2! are equivalent to
those of the spin-density part of Eq.~1!. As proposed by
Wegner,8 we apply a sequence of infinitesimal unitary tran
formations to Eq.~2! in order to make it successively mor
diagonal. One can set this up in a differential formulation

]BH~B!5@h~B!,H~B!#, ~3!

with an anti-Hermitian generatorh(B). HereH(B50) is our
initial Hamiltonian ~2! and allH(B) as obtained by the so
lution of Eq. ~3! are unitarily equivalent to it. In general w
will have to truncate our system of equations, so this equ
lence will only be approximate. In order to generate a sta
sequence of approximations, we chooseh(B) such that first
~for small B) off-diagonal matrix elements are remove
which couple states with large energy differences~of order
B21/2) and later more degenerate states. This is reminis
of the energy scale separation underlying perturbative s
ing. Similar ideas have independently been developed
Głazek and Wilson15 ~similarity renormalization scheme!
that contain Wegner’s method as a special case.

As the flow parameterB grows, the effective spin-flip
interaction in the interaction partH int(B) will become in-
creasingly nonlocal and the scaling dimension of the ver
operator will begin to flow. We take this into account b
writing

H~B!5H01E dx g~B,x!@V~l~B!,x!S21H.c.#, ~4!

with g(B,x)5L21/2(pgp(B) eipx. Wegner has suggested th
generic choiceh (1)5@H0 ,H int# for the generator, as this a
ways removes the off-diagonal matrix elements in the ab
energy-scale separated way.8 Our generator has the follow
ing more general form:

h5(
p

hp
(1)~Cp

† S22Cp S1!1(
p,q

hpq
(2)~Cp

† Cq2Cq Cp
†!.

Herehp
(1)5papgp follows from Wegner’s canonical choice

The second generator part has been introduced since it
later allow us to generate transformed Hamiltonians wit
particularly simple structure. The precise form ofhpq

(2) will
be discussed below.

In general, new many-particle interactions are genera
in Eq. ~3!. Our truncation criterion is like in Ref. 9 theop-
erator product expansion~OPE! for vertex operators. Fo
example in the anticommutator of vertex operators the O
leads to14
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$V~l,x!,V~2l,y!%

5@11 i l ~x2y! ]xF~x!1•••#

3S 1

@11 i ~x2y!/a#l2 1
1

@12 i ~x2y!/a#l2D .

~5!

We only keep the leading nonvanishing term of this exp
sion in our calculation. This amounts to neglecting ter
with larger scaling dimensions~more irrelevant terms! and is
therefore reminiscent of an RG approach. Higher-order te
can be successively taken into account in a systematic
pansion. However, the present approximation will alrea
turn out to lead to very accurate results. Within our appro
mation, the primary effect of the flow~3! is to generate a
new interaction term

Hnew
(1) 5SzE dx f~x!]xF~x! ~6!

in Eq. ~4! with a function f (x) that depends on the param
etersgp . Equation~6! is identical to the initial longitudinal
spin coupling. Our strategy is to eliminateHnew

(1) after it is
generated infinitesimally by again performing a unita
transformationU5exp@ieSzF(0)# with a suitable infinitesi-
mal e. Similar to the initial value of the scaling dimensio
that is determined by the longitudinal Kondo coupling, w
find a further shift inl(B) due to the elimination ofHnew

(1) :
one derives the flow equation

]Bl25
8pa l2 ~12l2!

G~l2!
(

p
gp g2p upaul

221. ~7!

In the sequel we will only look at the strong-coupling pha
(uJ'u.2Ji for small couplingsuJ'u!1) since the weak-
coupling regime is trivial. In the strong-coupling phase t
flow is always directed towards theToulouse linel51,16

which constitutes thestrong-coupling fixed pointof our ap-
proach~see Fig. 1!. For l51 the vertex operators in Eq.~2!
obey fermionic anticommutation relations14 and the Hamil-
tonian is quadratic~equivalent to a noninteracting resona
level model16!: The OPE series~5! terminates after the lead
ing term and the flow equations closeexactlysince they can

FIG. 1. Flow of the scaling dimension for various couplingsJ in
the isotropic Kondo model.
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readily diagonalize a quadratic Hamiltonian. We flow to
point where our method becomes exact, thereby avoiding
usual strong-coupling divergence. This is thekey improve-
ment of our approach as compared to perturbative scal
which does not make use of the special properties atl51.

The second new interaction that is generated is a pote
scattering term. Only diagonal terms appear,

Hnew
(2) ~B!5(

p
vp~B!~Cp

† Cp2Cp Cp
†!,

with the following choice of the generatorhpq
(2)(B):

hpq
(2)5

1

2

~p1q!apaqgpgq

p2q12~vp2vq!
.

Hnew
(2) (B5`) is a term in order 1/L since vp(B)5O(1/L)

and thus represents the only ‘‘impurity effect’’ in the Ham
tonian after elimination of the Kondo coupling forB→` in
our present approximation:

H~B5`!5H01Hnew
(2) ~B5`!.

Together with Eq.~7! we thus obtain a closed set of flo
equations

]Bgp52p2gp12(
q

aq

ap
hpq

(2)gq1
1

2
gp lnS B

a2D l]Bl

22pgp vp ,

]Bvp5p ap
2 gp

2 . ~8!

Neglecting the momentum dependence induced byh (2) and
the potential scattering termsvp ~which become importan
only at energies of the order of the Kondo scale!, we can
parametrize the solution of Eqs.~8! as gp(B)5g̃(B)e2p2B

with the running coupling g˜ (B). Here g̃(B) is in general
strongly renormalized. In the low-energy limit the scalin
dimension approachesl51 and we can then deduce, with
this approximation, the Kondo scale from the effective To
louse Hamiltonian whereTK;g̃(B5`)2/a. For the symmet-
ric caseJi5J'5J and a small antiferromagnetic couplin
0,J!1, one, e.g., showsTK;(Jt/a)exp(22p/J), wheret
5(11g2 ln 2)/3'0.295. NRG and third-order scaling re
sults by Wilson6 predict the same leading exponential beha
ior but a slightly different prefactor witht51/2.17

Our main focus in this work is the calculation of the d
namical impurity susceptibilityx(t)5 iu(t)^@Sz(t),Sz(0)#&
at zero temperature. The key ideas for the calculation
correlation functions for impurity systems within the flo
equation approach have been developed in Ref 18: we n
to evaluate matrix elements of the observableO5Sz with
respect to the eigenstates ofH(B5`), which is simplified by
the fact that the final Hamiltonian is diagonal.In order to
make use of this simplification, we need to perform the sa
series of infinitesimal unitary transformations onO as on
H(B):

]BO~B!5@h~B!,O~B!#. ~9!
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Usually, keeping the Hamiltonian flow~3! simple leads to a
complicated structure of the transformed observable. In
present case, however, it turns out that the OPE can be
as a unifying truncation criterion forboth H(B) andO(B).
Using Sz5@S1,S2#/2 and the ansatz

S1~B!5h~B!S11Sz(
p

dp~B!Cp
†

for the flow of the observable,19 another closed set of equa
tions is obtained:

]Bh5
1

2 (
p

pap dp gp ,

]Bdp522 pgpaph12(
q

hpq
(2) dq . ~10!

We have numerically solved this system of equations
combination with Eqs.~8!. It is known from the theory of
dissipative quantum systems18 that in the thermodynamic
limit the impurity observableS1 decays completely, i.e.
h(B5`)50. With Sz(B5`) completely expressed in term
of band operators, it is then trivial to calculate the dynami
susceptibility: sinceHnew

(2) (B5`) is of order 1/L, it does not
contribute to the dynamics and we need only study the t
evolution ofSz(B5`) underH0. The imaginary part of the
Fourier transform ofx(t) follows easily:

x9~v!5
p

16 (
p,q.0

dp
2~B5`!dq

2~B5`!

3@d~v2ep2eq!2d~v1ep1eq!#.

Results are shown in Fig. 2: The curves display a bro
maximum at an energy of the order of the Kondo scale an
power law decayx9(v);v2(322a) at high frequencies, con
sistent with results obtained for the spin boson model.20 At
low frequencies one findsx9(v);v, where the correspond
ing slope scales asTK

22 with a prefactor of order 1.21 The
normalization condition*0

`dv x9(v)5p/4 is fulfilled due to
the sum ruleh2(B)1(pdp

2(B)/451, which holds exactly.22

FIG. 2. Universal scaling forms of the dynamical impurity su
ceptibility for different dissipation strengthsa5(12Ji/4p)2 in the
limit of small couplingJ' : v0 is defined by the maximum of the
curves. One findsv0}TK .
2-3
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The real partx8(v) can be obtained by a Kramers-Kron
transformation. In particular, thestatic susceptibility in re-
sponse to a local field is given byx05x8(v50) and there-
fore contains spectral information on all energy scales. In
limit of small spin-flip couplingJ' we have numerically
verified the power law behaviorx0;J'

1/(a21) known from
the Ohmic spin-boson model with the dissipation parame
a5(12Ji/4p)2.20

Summing up, we have applied Wegner’s flow equatio
to the anisotropic Kondo problem. The Hamiltonian is wr
ten in terms of vertex operators with scaling dimensions t
flow to the Toulouse point. In contrast to the perturbat
scaling approach, our flow equations close exactly at
Toulouse point with finite couplings and a nontrivial stron
coupling behavior. Similar to the analysis of the sine-Gord
model9 no strong-coupling divergence of the coupling co
stants is encountered. We are thus able to give an ana
description of the crossover from weak to strong coupling
a systematic expansion that can be improved by tak
higher orders in the OPE into account. The stability of t
strong-coupling fixed point cannot be endangered in this
pansion.
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In our solution of the flow equations we have focused
the equilibrium dynamics of the impurity at zero temper
ture. As an example we have calculated the universal sca
forms of the local dynamical susceptibilityx(v) and found
good agreement with results known from the spin-bos
model. This exemplifies the usefulness of our approach
the calculation of correlation functions in strong-couplin
problems, and should be of interest in other models as w
Notice that we have not used the integrable structure of
Kondo model in our method. Future work will concentra
on the effect of finite temperature and on the calculation
static impurity contributions where the newly generated p
tential scattering terms give the leading contribution~in con-
trast to the dynamical susceptibility where these terms p
no role! and our present approximation must be improved
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